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Abstract—The operations of the Internet have led to a signifi-
cant growth and accumulation of data known as Big Data. Indi-
viduals and organizations that utilize this data, had no idea, nor
were they prepared for this data explosion. Hence, the available
solutions cannot meet the needs of the growing heterogeneous
data in terms of processing. This results in inefficient information
retrieval or search query results. The design of indexing strategies
that can support this need is required. A survey on various
indexing strategies and how they are utilized for solving Big Data
management issues can serve as a guide for choosing the strategy
best suited for a problem, and can also serve as a base for the
design of more efficient indexing strategies. The aim of the study
is to explore the characteristics of the indexing strategies used in
Big Data manageability by covering some of the weaknesses and
strengths of B-tree, R-tree, to name but a few. This paper covers
some popular indexing strategies used for Big Data management.
It exposes the potentials of each by carefully exploring their
properties in ways that are related to problem solving.
Index Terms—Big Data; Indexing; Query; Information Re-
trieval
I. INTRODUCTION
Big Data is a term used to describe very large data sets
that are of different forms or structure (complex), generated
at a very high speed, and cannot be managed by traditional
database management systems [1]. This definition explains
the three (3) main characteristics associated with Big Data:
volume, variety and velocity (3Vs), and the value that can
be extracted from it is seen as a fourth characteristic (4V’s)
[2]. Big Data is sourced from so many end devices such
as Personal Computers (PC), smart phones, Global Position-
ing System (GPS) devices[3], sensors, and Radio Frequency
Identification (RFID) devices, monitoring devices, etc. Also,
online applications such as social networks and applications
that involve video streaming are great sources that generate
Big Data.
According to Zhou et al. in [4], the total size of data
generated will surpass 7.9 Zettabytes (ZB) by the end of
2015, and predicted to reach 35ZB in 2020. Significant interest
have been taken in Big Data lately – this is due to insights
or great value that can be acquired from huge amounts
of data sets, which can be useful in decision making for
business or organization. Cisco related that organizations such
as Facebook, Yahoo, Google, Twitter, etc., accumulate Big
Data and retrieve information for analysis and decision making
[5]. The Internet of Things (IoT), monitoring tools, and lots
of other devices used by organizations for business operations,
also accumulates data to enable analysis, information retrieval,
and decision making. These operations are becoming diffi-
cult to perform because data keeps increasing in volume as
time passes by [1]. Current Relational Database Management
systems (RDBMS) were built with a scale in mind and for
structured data. Hence, they cannot handle processing and
information retrieval on very large amount of unstructured
data (Big Data). Yet, International Data Corporation (IDC)
predicts that the global Big Data will multiply 50 times in
the next decade[6], which suggests the continues growth and
accumulation of unstructured data. This should be met with
efficient processing strategies capable of handling such huge
amounts of unstructured data.
Numerous indexing strategies have been proposed [7], [8],
[9], [10], [11], [12], [13] as a solution to the problem. First,
indexing strategies can be said to be a non-polynomial process
as each relates to the problem it solves. Different Indexing
approaches are applied in different domains and on different
data types. Hence, a survey on various indexing strategies and
how they are utilized for solving Big Data management issues
can serve as a guide for choosing the strategy best suited for
a problem, and can also serve as a base for the design of
more efficient indexing strategies. The aim of the study is to
explore the characteristics of the indexing strategies used in
Big Data manageability by covering some of the weaknesses
and strengths of B-tree, R-tree, to name but a few. The survey
highlights some popular indexing strategies used for Big Data
management. It exposes the potentials of each by carefully
exploring their properties in ways that are related to problem
solving. The paper is structured as follows: Section II explains
Big Data indexing and it’s requirements. It also outlines the
basic categories of indexing strategies. Section III elaborates
on Artificial Intelligence (AI) indexing approach, and Section
IV on Non-Artificial Intelligence (NAI) indexing approach;
while Section V concludes the paper.
II. BIG DATA INDEXING
The growth of data and accumulation of complex data
collections has become a challenge for information retrieval
[14]. A solution to this is in building indexes on data sets. In
general, indexes or indices are a list of tags, names, subjects,
etc. of a group of items which references where the items
occur. With this, Big Data indexes can be said to be a list of
tags, names, subjects, etc. of a dataset which references where
data can be found. An indexing strategy is the design of an
access method to a searched item, or simply put, an index. It
also describes how data is organized in a storage system to
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facilitate information retrieval. The idea of Big Data indexing
is to fragment the datasets according to criteria that will be
used frequently in query[14]. The fragments are indexed with
each containing value satisfying some query predicates. This is
aimed at storing the data in a more organized manner, thereby
easing information retrieval.
Complex data are collected with metadata that describes
their contents. Such datasets can be queried using the metadata
of the contents. Instead of searching the whole database (which
can be time consuming), a more efficient approach is to search
the appropriate group(s) relating to the query. This results in a
decrease in information retrieval time, since the search process
considers only the content of a specific group(s). To facilitate
information retrieval, a suitable indexing strategy has to be
applied to the datasets during processing. This also comes with
the advantage of having an organized storage system to ease
search and information retrieval. Big Data indexing depends
on a solution that utilizes a massively parallel computer or
machine that interconnects lots of RAM, CPUs, and disk units.
The benefits of this are high throughput for data processing,
decreased access time for queries, data replication that results
in increased availability and reliability, and scalability of the
structure. The design of an access method or the type of
indexing strategy to be used in processing a specific dataset
depends on the type of queries that will be performed on the
dataset, such as similarity queries (nearest neighbor search),
range queries, point query, keyword queries, and ad-hoc query.
Therefore, the designer must be aware of the type of data
to be indexed (e.g. logs, email, audio, video, images, etc.)
and the type of query that will be performed on the indexes.
According to [15], indexing strategies can be categorized
into Artificial Intelligence (AI) approach, and Non-Artificial
Intelligence (NAI) approach.
III. ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE APPROACH
Artificial Intelligence (AI) indexing approaches are so called
because of their ability to detect unknown behavior in Big
Data. They establish relationships between data items by ob-
serving patterns and categorizing items or objects with similar
traits. Although this gives AI indexing approaches an edge
over NAI, the former generally takes more time in information
retrieval and are sometimes considered inefficient as compared
to NAI indexing approaches [15]. Latent Semantic Indexing
(LSI) [8], [16], [7] and Hidden Markov Model (HMM) [17],
[18], are two popular AI indexing approaches.
A. Latent Semantic Indexing
Latent Semantic Indexing, LSI for short, is an indexing
strategy (retrieval/access method) that identifies patterns be-
tween the terms in an unstructured data set (specifically,
text). It uses a mathematical approach known as Singular
Value Decomposition (SVD) for the pattern or relationship
identification. Hence, LSI is not subjected to any language.
The main characteristic of LSI is the ability to elicit the
conceptual (semantic) content of data sets and to establish
relationships between terms with similar contexts as illustrated
in Figure 1. In Figure 1, the audiences discuss the program
“House of cards” on social media and forums. LSI is used here,
to categorize or index comments made by the audience into au-
dience favors, audience expectations, and the shortcomings of
the season (by extracting the meaning of each comment). This
makes it easier for the director to make decisions towards the
improvement of the next season, and so on. LSI makes use of
Resource Description Framework (RDF), which is a standard
for web resource description. The RDF can describe author,
title, date, time, price, definition, and a lot more information
of a web page. RDF also uses tags, by adding information
about parts of speech such as noun, verb, adjective, etc. to the
context of each word.
Along with establishing meaningful relationships between
texts, LSI overcomes the problem that comes with keyword
queries (synonyms and polysemy) [8], mostly encountered
while working with inverted indexes (see Section IV, subsec-
tion D). These problems often result in mismatches during
information retrieval and can be bad for decision making.
In the LSI strategy, text or documents are assigned to cate-
gories according to their contextual similarities. During cate-
gorization, the contexts of the set of text to be categorized
are compared to the contexts of example documents, and
categories are assigned based on matching documents. Also,
documents can be grouped together based on their contextual
similarities, without comparing with example documents. The
challenges mostly faced while working with LSI is scalability
and performance [7]. LSI strategy demands very high compu-
tational performance as well as memory to index Big Data.
LSI supports keyword queries on textual data which can be
in the form of web contents (images, audio, etc.), documents,
emails, or any item that can be converted into text.
Figure 1. Latent semantic indexing [16]
B. Hidden Markov Model
The Hidden Markov Model (HMM) indexing approach
is an access method developed from the Markov model. A
Markov model is made up of states which are connected
by transitions, where future states are solely dependent on
the present state and independent of historical states. Similar
to the LSI strategy, the HMM uses pattern recognition and
relationship between data. In the HMM indexing approach,
data or characteristics which the states depend on during query,
are categorized and stored in advance. The query results are
usually predictions of future states of an item, based on the
current or present state. The present state is used to predict
the future states using the dependent data or characteristics
of the states. For example, in the study by Matsui et al.
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[17], HMM was used to classify and store motion data used
by robots. The classification was based on the acceleration
information, consisting of the position information and the
pure force. Hence, the prediction of the next series (sequence)
of motions was dependent on the position informant and the
pure force. The motion data is stored and classified in advance,
before the quick search for motion is conducted. Also the
study by Widodo et al. [18] used HMM and LSI to classify or
index documents. In their work, words are expanded in every
document, and stored in advance. Expanding the documents
prior to indexing gives more room for prediction and a quicker
search on items.
IV. NON – ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE APPROACH
In NAI indexing approach, the formation of indexes does
not depend on the meaning of the data item or the relationship
between texts. Rather, indexes are formed based on items most
queried or searched for in a particular data set. The tree-based
indexing strategy (B-tree [9], [10], [19], R-tree [12], [20],
and X-tree [21]), inverted indexing approach [22], [23], hash
[24], and custom (GiST [25]and GIN [26]) indexing, are NAI
indexing approaches covered in this paper.
A. The Tree-based indexing strategies
The Tree indexing structures are the B-tree, R-tree, X-
tree, etc.[24]. In the Tree indexing strategy, retrieval of data
is done in a sorted order, following branch relations of the
data item. This satisfies nearest neighbor queries. According
to researches, the Tree indexing strategies are being displaced
by other indexing strategies because they are generally outper-
formed (in terms of speed of information retrieval) by simple
sequential scans [24]. The Tree-based indexing strategies are
explained as follows:
1) The B-tree: A B-tree works like the Binary tree search,
but in a more complex manner. This is because the nodes
of B-tree have many branches, unlike the binary tree which
has two branches per node. So a B-tree is more complicated
than a binary tree [27]. B-tree indexes satisfy range queries
and similarity queries also known as Nearest Neighbor Search
(NNS), using comparison - operators ( <, < =, =, >, > = ).
In the B-tree, the keys and all records are normally stored in
leaves, but copies (of the key) are stored in internal nodes as
illustrated in Figure 2. Also, the leaves might include pointers
to the next node, showing the path to the searched item.
Figure 2. B-tree Indexing
Researches have shown that this strategy is not always
fast when searching Big Data and can waste storage spaces
since the nodes are not always full [15], [9]. A B-tree scales
linearly, but is only suitable for one dimensional access method
unlike other tree-based access methods or indexing strategies
such as the R-tree. Also, the B-tree algorithm consumes huge
computing resources when performing indexing on Big Data
[9]. Other variations of the B-tree are the B+tree [10], B*tree,
KDB-tree [19], and so on.
2) The R-tree: This is an indexing strategy used for spatial
or range queries. It is mostly applied in geospatial systems
with each entry having X and Y coordinates with minimum
and maximum values [12], [28]. The advantage of using an R-
tree over a B-tree is that, the R-tree satisfies multi-dimensional
or range queries, whereas the B-tree does not. Given a query
range, using the R-tree makes finding answers to queries
quick[29]. An example is finding all the hostels within a given
campus, or finding all hotels within a given kilometer from a
certain location. The idea is to group data items according
to their distance from each other, and assign minimum and
maximum bounds to them. Each record at the leaf node,
describes a single item (with minimum and maximum values).
Each internal node describes a collection of items or objects
as illustrated in Figure 3 and Figure 4.
Figure 3. Range Grouping in R-tree
Figure 4. R-tree Indexing
Though the R-tree is preferred over the B-tree in the case of
indexing spatial data, the R-tree does not find the exact answer
as query results. It merely limits the search space. Also, it
consumes memory space because coordinates are stored along
with the data [30]. Variants of the R-tree are R*tree, R+-tree
[20], etc.
3) The X-tree: This type of indexing strategy, based on
the R-tree, satisfies range queries. The X-tree is similar to
the R-tree and operates just like the R-tree. Although, unlike
the R-tree which satisfies 2-3 dimensional range queries, the
X-tree satisfies queries of many dimensions [24], [21]. This
implies that the X-tree is a more complicated version of the
R-tree. The advantage of the X-tree over the R-tree is that it
covers more dimensions, otherwise, the X-tree also consumes
memory space due to storage of coordinates.
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B. Hash Indexing Strategy
Hash allows for equality comparison. Hash indexing ac-
celerates information retrieval by detecting duplicates in a
large dataset [31]. An example of an hash indexing strategy
implementation is explained in the study by Giangreco et al
(2014) [24]. Giangreco et al designed a strategy that takes
hand sketched diagrams and retrieves similar images from a
large collection of images, based on hash indexing strategy.
Hash indexing strategy is used in password checking systems,
DNA sequence match, etc. Hash is used in Big Data indexing
to index and retrieve data items (in a dataset) that are similar
to the searched item. It uses a hashed key (which is computed
by the hash function and usually shorter than the original
value) to store and retrieve indexes. For this reason, hash
indexing is more efficient than the tree-based indexing in terms
of equality or point query [24]. Simply, search on shorter
hashed keys can be faster than search on unpredictable length
key (found in tree-based indexes). Though, hashing technique
works fine with limited data size, it tends to exhibit indexing
computational overhead as data size increases [15].
C. Custom Indexing Strategy
Custom indexing supports multiple field indexing based
on arbitrary or user defined indices [32]. They are usually
based on indexing strategies such as B-tree, R-tree, inverted
index, and hash indexing strategy. Two types of custom
indexing strategies are Generalized Search Tree (GiST) [25]
and Generalized Inverted Index (GIN) [26].
1) GiST: The Generalized Search Tree or GiST indexing
strategy, is an indexing strategy based on the B-tree or the
R-tree [25]. It allows for the creation of custom or arbitrary
fields as indexes. The GiST has the same implementation (for
indexing and retrieval) as the R-tree for those based on the R-
tree, and as the B-tree for those based on the B-tree. Hence,
they support indexing and query on one-dimensional data, as
well as multi-dimensional or spatial data. Just like every other
tree-based indexing strategy, GiST has root nodes, leaf nodes,
pointers, and other characteristics of a balanced tree structure.
Despite these similarities between the GiST and the tree-
based strategies, the former has an advantage of supporting
ad-hoc queries over the latter. Taking GiST based on R-tree
for example, each node contains a key-pointer pair, where the
key is the searched key, and the pointer points or refers to the
corresponding node (or data item, in the case of a leaf node)
as illustrated in Figure 5. Also, each node contains minimum
and maximum values, with the exception of the root node. The
GiST performs well in terms of query search, but is considered
generally slower than the GIN [25].
Figure 5. GiST Indexing
2) GIN: Just as in the GiST, the Generalized Inverted Index
or GIN indexing strategy (or access method) uses custom or
arbitrary fields as indexes [26]. It is designed for specific user
requirements. Though the GIN is implemented like the B-tree
and has properties of the inverted index, GIN differs from
the B-tree which has comparison-based operations that are
predefined. GIN is made up of a B-tree index which comprises
of Entries Tree or list (ET) and Posting Tree (PT) or Posting
List (PL) [26]. In the ET, each entry represents an element of
the searched key or indexed value, for example, arrays. The
PL is a pointer to a list of items, or a pointer to a B-tree (for
leaf nodes), in which case it is called a PT, as illustrated in
Figure 6. While the B-tree is good for single-match indexes
or range queries, the GIN works best for indexes having many
duplicates. This is because the GIN queries data only by point
or equality matching. This is often viewed as a limitation.
Figure 6. GIN Indexing
D. Inverted Indexing Strategy
Inverted indexing strategy allows for the design of inverted
indices which are used for full - text search like what is
obtainable in Google and other search engines [22], [23],
[33]. An inverted index is made up of a list of all unique
words which appear in documents, and a list of documents
in which each word appears. With an inverted index, multiple
documents can have the same key as index. Also, multiple
keys can be used in indexing a document. For example, a blog
post can have multiple tags (as key), and each tag can refer
to more than one blog post. Though some inverted indexing
strategies use B-tree or can be populated with rows, it is worth
noting that not all inverted indexes are based on B-trees. The
difference between an inverted index and a B-tree is that B-
trees use row-structured data, unlike inverted indexes. Inverted
indexing is implemented by storing or indexing a set of key-
post list pairs, where key is the searched index, and post list is
a collection of documents where the key occurs. The problem
with inverted indexes is that, two or more words (keys) might
be separate terms, but will appear to the user as the same
term. Also, synonyms (of the keys) might not be recognized
or retrieved during query search [33].
V. COMPARISON OF INDEXING STRATEGIES
Table I summarizes the various types of indexing strategies,
along with the possible type of data and queries they support.
Table II outlines the main characteristics of each indexing
strategy. The key features and challenges faced in each, are
described.
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Table I
INDEXING STRATEGIES AND QUERY-TYPES
Table II




B-tree - One dimensional access
method
-Tree structure with nodes
and pointers
- Scales linearly
- Waste storage space




R-tree - More scalable than the
B-tree
- 2 to 3 dimensional
access method
- Index consumes more
memory space
X-tree - Multidimensional access
method
- Consumes memory space
Hash - Presents the exact




GiST - Arbitrary indexes
- Based on the tree
structures
- Slower query response
GIN - Arbitrary indexes
- Based on the tree
structures
- Longer processing time
Inverted - Index consumes less
space - Full text search
(keyword search)
- Longer data processing
time
- Limits the search space,
not necessarily producing
the exact answer
- Can present wrong
answers due to synonyms
and polysemy
LSI - Uses data and meaning
of data for indexing
- Presents accurate query





- Consumes more memory
space







The taxonomy of the popular indexing strategies used in
Big Data, is as illustrated in Figure 7. The two main categories
are AI and NAI. AI utilizes the contextual meaning of data to
establish relationships (between the data items) which serves
as the bases to index creation. The most popular AI indexing
approaches are LSI and HMM. NAI on the other hand, does
not detect the unknown behavior of data [15]. The most
popular NAI techniques are B-tree, R-tree (and their variants),
Hash, Inverted, and custom indexing.
Figure 7. Taxonomy of indexing strategies
VI. CONCLUSION
This paper puts together popular data indexing approaches
for Big Data processing and management. The objective is
to review the potentials of the various indexing strategies
and how they are utilized for solving Big data management
issues. Numerous indexing strategies have been covered which
include [7], [8], [9], [10], [11], [12], [13], [34], [35] as
a solution to the Big Data indexing problem. The paper
concludes as serving as a guide for choosing the approach
best suited in solving a specific problem, and can also serve
as a base for the design of more efficient indexing strategies.
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